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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
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Description Description 2022 Thor Motor Coach Quantum LC LC26, Thor Motor Coach
Quantum LC Class C gas motorhome LC26 highlights: Mid-Coach Entry
Private/Semi-Private Bedroom Jack-Knife Sofa Cab-Over Bunk Serta Queen Bed
Travel to see family across the country with all the comforts of home where ever
you decide to setup for the night! The jack-knife sofa and Dream dinette offer
seating for traveling and dining as well as watching the 39" TV, and the furniture
doubles as extra sleeping space along with the cab-over bunk. You will have your
own queen bed in the rear corner semi-private bedroom when you use the privacy
curtain, and a private suite when you close the door which gives you a bedroom
and bathroom all to yourself. Everyone's electronics will stay charged and
connected with the USB power charging center in the bedroom, the wireless
phone charger with USB plug on the dinette table top, and the Winegard ConnecT
2.0 WiFi. You will love the kitchen accent countertop lights and the handy waste
basket, and there are options to choose from such as a Chevy chassis option,
and/or adding an exterior 32" TV. With any Quantum LC Class C gas motorhome
by Thor Motor Coach, you will experience a resident-feel with comfort throughout
and entertainment on board for when you return from exploring. The Luxury
Collection offers flat panel Coastline Grey cabinet doors with Charcoal Diamond
decor and a slick fiberglass exterior with the Standard Graphics package. You can
tow your toys or a commuter vehicle with the 8,000 lb. trailer hitch, enjoy views of
the sky during the day and nighttime through the fiberglass front cap with built-in
skylight and power shade, and have confidence in the construction with a welded
tubular aluminum roof and sidewall cage construction plus a vacuum-bond
laminated roof, walls and floors with block foam insulation. Get ready for your
family's best adventures, choose your favorite today! Sleeps 7 Slideouts 2

Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: 51510A
VIN Number: 1FDXE4FN4NDC25611
Condition: Pre-Owned

Item address 7301 Allentown Blvd., 17112, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, United States
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2022 Thor Motor Coach Quantum LC LC26 $89,986
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